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table 1. Increasing Investments in Clean Vehicle and Fuel Technologies Lead to Greater Benefits (2015$ billions)

The Union of Concerned Scientists commissioned indepen- 
dent research to evaluate three proven technology pathways by 
which the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states could accelerate 
the deployment of clean vehicles and fuels at a scale sufficient  
to come very close to meeting regional climate targets: emis-
sions reductions of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030,  
and 80 percent by 2050 (Lowell, Saha, and Van Atten 2018). 
 The analysis estimates the investments needed to take  
these technologies to scale, as well as the resulting financial,  
environmental, and health benefits. For New Jersey, the cumu-
lative investments and returns result in a net benefit of almost 
$50 billion by 2050.   
 Table 1 shows the components of these investments and 
returns on an annual basis for 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050, and 

on a cumulative basis for 2030 and 2050. The components of the 
investments and returns in 2050 (the far right column in Table 1) 
are also shown in chart form on the reverse. As a result of these 
investments, the state will accrue benefits from reduced oil use 
and avoided environmental and health costs. There will also be 
cost savings for consumers and businesses. The emissions reduc-
tions and oil savings are summarized in Table 2 (on the reverse). 
Full results, methodology, and assumptions are available online 
at www.ucsusa.org/CleanTransportationBenefits.
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Annual in Cumulative by

2020 2030 2040 2050 2030 2050

Costs

Incremental Vehicle 
Costs: Efficiency

LDV $0.00 –$0.09 –$0.31 –$0.34 –$0.21 –$5.93

M/HDV $0.00 $0.00 –$0.06 –$0.15 –$0.01 –$1.38

Incremental Vehicle 
Costs: Electrification

LDV –$0.21 –$0.54 –$0.30 –$0.02 –$4.72 –$10.57

M/HDV –$0.07 –$0.25 –$0.50 –$0.70 –$1.95 –$12.00

Charging 
Infrastructure

LDV Home Chargers –$0.02 –$0.13 –$0.37 –$0.57 –$0.74 –$8.18

LDV Public Chargers –$0.06 –$0.18 –$0.30 –$0.43 –$1.34 –$8.11

M/HDV –$0.02 –$0.09 –$0.23 –$0.38 –$0.73 –$5.45

Electricity Generation 
and Storage Costs

LDV –$0.29 –$1.04 –$2.41 –$3.44 –$7.42 –$54.91

M/HDV –$0.03 –$0.17 –$0.40 –$0.64 –$1.15 –$9.41

Low-Carbon Fuels $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 –$2.57 –$7.23

Low-Carbon Grid $0.00 $0.02 $0.07 $0.17 $0.04 $1.62

Benefits

Fuel Savings $0.56 $2.39 $5.70 $7.75 $15.69 $126.83 

Utility Net Revenue from EV Charging $0.10 $0.39 $0.74 $0.89 $2.70 $16.95 

Avoided Environmental Costs $0.12 $0.45 $1.04 $1.52 $3.03 $23.81 

Avoided Health Costs $0.01 $0.06 $0.15 $0.25 $0.37 $3.54 

Net Benefit $0.08 $0.81 $2.83 $3.91 $0.99 $49.58

As New Jersey’s total investments (costs) in three technologies increase over time—strengthening fuel efficiency, aggressive electrification of  
vehicles, and lower-carbon fuels—returns (benefits) also increase every year, in the form of fuel savings, utility revenue, and avoided environmental 
and health costs. By 2050 the cumulative net benefit reaches almost $50 billion.
Notes: LDV = light-duty vehicles; M/HDV = medium- and heavy-duty vehicles. To obtain the state-disaggregated values, a multiplier based on the percentage of  
the state’s vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in 2015 relative to the regional VMT was applied to the regional values (New Jersey accounts for 12.8% and 10.0% of light-duty 
vehicles and medium-/heavy-duty vehicles, respectively, in the region). 

SOURCe: lOwell, Saha, and Van atten 2018, UCS analySiS.
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A total investment of almost $122 billion from 2018 through 2050 generates more than $171 billion for New Jersey by 2050, benefiting consumers 
and the economy. Electricity generation and storage makes up the largest share of the investment by 2050, but fuel savings alone amounts to  
twice as much.
Note: This chart depicts the values shown in the far right column of Table 1.  

SOURCe: lOwell, Saha, and Van atten 2018, UCS analySiS.

table 2. Emissions Reductions and Fuel Savings

New Jersey’s reduced use of fossil-based liquid fuels—almost 37 billion gallons by 2050—results in almost 354 million tons of avoided carbon dioxide. 
Local air quality will also be vastly improved.     
Notes: MT = metric ton. Reductions are relative to the baseline scenario.

SOURCe: lOwell, Saha, and Van atten 2018, UCS analySiS.

Annual in Cumulative by

2020 2030 2040 2050 2030 2050

Climate Emissions CO2 Reduction (million MT)  2.46  7.94  15.21  19.26  57.1  353.6 

Local Air Pollution
NOx Reduction (1000 MT)  0.30  1.30  3.44  5.88  8.7  80.5 

PM2.5 Reduction (1000 MT)  0.01  0.04  0.11  0.17  0.3  2.5 

Fuel Savings
Gasoline Savings (million gallons)  196.0  652.6  1,382.3  1,753.6  4,575  31,265 

Diesel Savings (million gallons)  7.5  80.3  239.8  385.8  453  5,353

find the full analysis online: www.ucsusa.org/CleanTransportationBenefits 

Cumulative Investments, Returns, and Net Benefit from Clean Vehicle and Fuel Technologies in 2050
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